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Abstract. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a common
malignancy, but the prognosis remains poor due to the lack of
sensitive diagnostic markers. To gain insight into the central
molecular features common to all types of HCC, and to identify
novel diagnostic markers or therapeutic targets for HCC,
we performed a gene expression profiling analysis using a
high throughput RT-PCR system. After examining the mRNA
expression of 3,072 genes in 204 (119 tumor and 85 nontumor) liver samples, we identified differential gene expression
between the HCV group (n=80), HBV group (n=19) and non-B,
non-C group (n=20) with a principal component analysis
and a correlation spectrum analysis. After selection of genes
differentially expressed between tumor and non-tumor tissues
(p<0.01) within each HCC group, a total of 51 differentially
expressed genes (23 upregulated and 28 downregulated genes)
were found to be common to the three HCC groups. Gene
Ontology grouping analysis revealed that genes with functions
related to cell proliferation or differentiation and genes
encoding extracellular proteins were found to be significantly
enriched in these 51 common genes. Using an Atelocollagenbased cell transfection array for functional analysis of eight
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upregulated genes, five (CANX, FAM34A, PVRL2, LAMR1,
and GBA) significantly inhibited cellular apoptosis by two independent assays. In conclusion, we identified 51 differentially
expressed genes, common to all HCC types. Among these
genes, there was a high incidence of anti-apoptotic activity.
This combination approach with the advanced statistical
methods and the bioinformatical analysis may be useful for
finding novel molecular targets for diagnosis and therapy.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) contributes significantly to
death from malignancy throughout the world, and the incidence
of HCC is rising sharply, most likely due to the spread of the
hepatitis C virus (HCV), particularly in Japan, Spain and Italy
(1). Hepatitis B virus (HBV) also represents a major risk factor
for HCC in East Asia where the prevalence of this infection
is high (1). Although recent progress in diagnostic procedures
and surgical techniques have resulted in considerably improved
morbidity and mortality rates, the prognosis of HCC remains
poor (2). Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) is the only widely used
molecular marker for the diagnosis of HCC, but it fails to
identify early stages of HCC (3). Additional biochemical
markers are sorely needed to accurately detect HCC during
its early stages. Since HCC is one of the many tumors whose
origins differ based on the milieu of epidemiological, clinical,
and pathological risk factors under which it develops, the
search for such markers is complicated by the high degree of
hetero-geneity of HCC (4).
DNA microarray studies examining thousands of genes
have recently clarified the genetic characteristics of HCV- or
HBV-infected HCC to some degree (5-7), and we characterized
the gene expression profiles of non-B, non-C HCC (8). In this
report, we wished to identify molecular features common to
the HCV group, the HBV group and the non-B, non-C group.
The identified molecules represent genes intrinsic to HCC with
little heterogeneity, and these are promising candidates for
novel molecular targets for both diagnostic and therapeutic
interventions for HCC (9,10).
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We performed gene expression profiling using adaptortagged competitive PCR (ATAC-PCR) technology: a PCRbased array system (11). To avoid inflated results due to
small sample size, we prepared more than 200 liver samples
for this study. Strict statistical analysis allowed us to identify
51 genes common to all etiological groups, which revealed
extremely distinct expression patterns between tumorous and
non-tumorous livers. Bioinformatical Gene Ontology analysis
was employed to examine the annotated functions and cellular
characteristics of these common genes. Additionally, we
analyzed the relationship of identified genes to apoptosis with
hepatoma cell lines using an Atelocollagen-based cell transfection array (12-14).
Materials and methods
Tissues and patients. We obtained 204 liver samples (119
HCC, 85 non-tumorous liver) from 119 patients, with informed
written consent, who underwent hepatic resection for HCC
at Osaka University Hospital between January 1997 and
September 2001. Tumor (T) and non-tumor (NT) tissue
samples were enucleated separately from either the tumorous
or non-tumorous part of the resected tissue. Serologically, of
the 119 patients, 80 were HCV antibody-positive, and 16 were
HBs antigen-positive. No patients were double-positive for
HCV antibody and HBs antigen. Although three patients were
double-negative for HCV antibody and HBs antigen, the
presence of HBV mRNA was confirmed using the previously
reported RT-PCR method (15). These patients were considered
to have HBV-positive HCC for further analysis. For the
remaining 20 non-B, non-C patients who were double-negative
for HCV antibody and HBs antigen, the absence of viral
genomes was confirmed by RT-PCR as reported to rule out
possible cryptic HCV or HBV infection (15,16). In total,
80 cases were in the HCV group, 19 in the HBV group, and
20 in the non-B, non-C group. All aspects of our study protocol
were approved by the Ethics Committee of Osaka University
Medical School.
PCR-based array system. To select genes expressed in liver
tissue, we constructed three cDNA libraries: one from a
mixture of HCC and non-tumorous liver, one from normal
liver, and one from metastatic liver cancer, as described (17).
We designed PCR primers for ATAC-PCR reactions for a
total of 2,774 genes from these EST collections. In total, we
prepared 3,072 primers for ATAC-PCR; this total includes
an additional 298 genes established in the literature. The
specificity of this gene selection provides an advantage over
more universal gene sets, such as those selected from the
UniGene database, which include genes not expressed in liver
tissue. The ATAC-PCR experimental procedure was performed
as described (18,19). The complete list of genes and detailed
protocols for the ATAC-PCR experimental procedure are
available on our website (http://genome.mc.pref.osaka.jp/).
Statistical analysis of PCR-based array data. The relative
expression level of each gene was calculated by calibrating
against a standard mixture of more than 20 liver tissues
including HCC and non-tumor samples, as described (8,19,20).
Following conversion to a logarithmic scale (base 2), the data

matrix was normalized to a mean of 0 by standardizing each
sample. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed
using GeneMaths 2.0 software.
The correlation ratio (CR) of gene i is defined as follows
(21):

where nc is the number of genes in a particular class, Jc; xi, j is
the expression level of gene i with sample j; and xi is the
average of the expression levels of gene i. In drawing a CR
curve, genes were sorted by CR value order, and the ratios of
the original total dataset were compared with those of the
permutated data.
Permutation testing, which involves 50,000 randomly
permutating class labels to determine gene-class correlations,
was used to determine statistical significance as described
(22,23). To estimate the false discovery rate (FDR), which is
the percentage of genes erroneously identified, we used software
downloaded from http://faculty.washington.edu/~jstorey/qvalue
(24). Gene Ontology (GO) grouping was performed according
to the annotated function in biological process and cellular
component with a Generic Gene Ontology Term Finder
program downloaded from http://helix.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/
GOTermFinder/GOTermFinder (25). This software can find
significant GO terms shared among a list of selected genes,
helping us to discover what these genes may have in common
(26). Each gene annotation was designated by the Gene
Ontology Consortium at the European Bioinformatics Institute.
Atelocollagen-based cell transfection array. HepG2 cells were
grown in DMEM (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with
10% FBS (Gibco-BRL), at 37˚C in a 5% CO2 humidified
atmosphere. Atelocollagen-based cell transfection array, which
enables reverse transfection of cells by Atelocollagen-mediated
gene transfer, was used for functional analysis of candidate
genes (12-14). The full-length cDNAs were cloned downstream
of the CMV promoter of the expression vector. The expression
vector without an insert was used as the control. The plasmid
vectors and Atelocollagen complexes were prepared according
to the described method (13). An equal volume of Atelocollagen (0.016% in PBS at pH 7.4) and plasmid DNA solution
(5 μg/ml) was combined and mixed for 20 min at 4˚C. The
final concentration of Atelocollagen was 0.008%. The Atelocollagen/plasmid DNA complexes were then arrayed and precoated on 96-well plates (plasmid DNA 0.25 μg/50 μl/well).
The cultured HepG2 cells were plated into the complexprefixed 96-well plate and the effects of overexpressed genes
were then observed.
In vitro growth and apoptosis assay. For growth assay, cells
were seeded at a density of 5x103 cells per well in 100 μl of
culture medium on Atelocollagen-based cell transfection array.
Cell proliferation was assayed for 4 days with TetraColor One,
a cell-proliferation assay reagent (Seikagaku Co., Tokyo,
Japan), according to the recommended method; cells were
then measured for absorbency in the well at 450 nm with a
reference wavelength of 650 nm. For apoptosis assay, cells
were seeded at a density of 1x104 cells per well in 100 μl of
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Figure 1. Expression profiling analyses of 204 liver samples (A and B,
tumor vs. non-tumor) and 119 HCC samples (C and D, HCV group vs. HBV
group vs. non-B, non-C group). (A and C) Principal component analyses.
(B and D) Correlation spectrum analyses. Vertical axis represents the
correlation ratio of the differences between tumor and non-tumor tissues (B)
and between the three HCC groups (D). Horizontal axis, genes sorted by
correlation ratios. Red, original data; blue, twenty trials of randomized data.

culture medium on Atelocollagen-based cell transfection array,
and, after three days, docetaxel, an anticancer agent, was
added at a concentration of 10 nM for induction of apoptosis.
For detection of apoptotic cells, Caspase-3/7 assay was
performed using an Apo-ONE™ Homogeneous Caspase-3/7
assay kit (Promega). Condensation and fragmentation of
cell nuclei was also evaluated by fluorescence microscopy
following Hoechst DNA staining.
Results
Expression features of HCC. After measuring the expression
levels of 3,072 genes in 204 liver samples, we selected 1,812
genes with few missing values for further analysis. We first
applied PCA, a statistical method for reducing the number of
data dimensions, to present the relationship between tumor (T)
and non-tumor (NT) tissues. Upon displaying the expression
patterns of all 1,812 genes in three-dimensional space, we
observed that T and NT were located separately, indicating
distinct gene expression patterns (Fig. 1A). To statistically
evaluate the correlation between the gene expression patterns
of these two groups, we performed a correlation spectrum
analysis. The correlation ratio (CR) is a statistical indicator of
correlation of clinicopathological parameters. The CR value
of the original dataset was much higher than that of any permutated dataset for any number of genes (Fig. 1B). Second,
to estimate the differences in expression profiles among the

Figure 2. (A) The number of differentially expressed genes between tumor
and non-tumor tissues with division of three HCC groups. Left, upregulated
genes; right, downregulated genes. (B) Expression pattern of 51 genes
commonly appearing in all three HCC groups.

119 HCC samples from the three hepatitis groups (HCV
associated, HBV associated and non-B, non-C associated),
PCA and correlation spectrum analyses were performed using
T:NT ratios. Although the expression difference between
hepatitis virus groups was not clear after PCA (Fig. 1C), the
CR curve of the original dataset was consistently higher than
that of any permutated dataset (Fig. 1D). Thus, not only are
gene expression patterns different between tumor and nontumor liver tissues, but tumors arising in patients infected with
HCV, HBV, or neither virus exhibit expression differences as
well.
Genes differentially expressed between tumor and non-tumor
tissues. To select genes differentially expressed between T and
NT tissues, we performed random permutation testing. Because
expression pattern heterogeneity was confirmed between the
three hepatitis virus groups, permutation tests were performed
after separating each HCC group. Using p<0.01 as a measure
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Table I. Differentially expressed genes common to all types of HCC.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Symbol
Gene name
Up/downa UniGene ID
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Up
Hs.497674
FAM34A
Family with sequence similarity 34, member A (FAM34A)
Up
Hs.465224
NARS
Asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase
Up
Hs.333579
HSPC152
Hypothetical protein HSPC152
Up
Hs.308709
GRP58
Glucose regulated protein, 58 kDa
Up
Hs.511984
GBA
Glucosidase, ß
Up
Hs.326371
PVRL2
Poliovirus receptor-related 2
Up
Hs.433427
RPS17
Ribosomal protein S17
Up
Hs.374553
LAMR1
Laminin receptor 1
Up
Hs.304694
GNB1
Guanine nucleotide binding protein, ß polypeptide 1
Up
Hs.502756
AHNAK
AHNAK nucleoprotein (desmoyokin)
Up
Hs.405913
GRCC10
Likely ortholog of mouse gene rich cluster, C10 gene
Up
Hs.387905
SPTAN1
Spectrin, ·, non-erythrocytic 1
Up
Hs.128065
CTSC
Cathepsin C
Up
Hs.284295
NSE1
Non-SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) element 1 protein
Up
Hs.523744
COP1
Constitutive photomorphogenic protein
Up
Hs.318567
NDRG1
N-myc downstream regulated gene 1
Up
Hs.310769
HSPA5
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 5
Up
Hs.111779
SPARC
Secreted protein, acidic, cysteine-rich
Up
Hs.521056
ATP5J2
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, subunit f, isoform 2
Up
Hs.532399
KIAA0663
KIAA0663 gene product
Up
Hs.375108
CD24
CD24 antigen (small cell lung carcinoma cluster 4 antigen)
Up
Hs.188882
NUDT3
Nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 3
Up
Hs.155560
CANX
Calnexin
Down
Hs.8109
SMYD3
SET and MYND domain containing 3
Down
Hs.380135
FABP1
Fatty acid binding protein 1, liver
Down
Hs.282557
CP
Ceruloplasmin (ferroxidase)
Down
Hs.74561
A2M
·-2-macroglobulin
Down
Hs.440409
IGFBP3
Insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3
Down
Hs.405156
PPAP2B
Phosphatidic acid phosphatase type 2B
Down
Hs.293636
SHMT1
Serine hydroxymethyltransferase 1
Down
Hs.82101
PHLDA1
Pleckstrin homology-like domain, family A, member 1
Down
Hs.93194
APOA1
Apolipoprotein A-I
Down
Hs.405946
SOCS2
Suppressor of cytokine signaling 2
Down
Hs.292477
ETS2
V-ets erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene homolog 2
Down
Hs.418241
MT2A
Metallothionein 2A
Down
Hs.387367
CYP39A1
Cytochrome P450, family 39, subfamily A, polypeptide 1
Down
Hs.8821
HAMP
Hepcidin antimicrobial peptide
Down
Hs.418127
CYP2C9
Cytochrome P450, family 2, subfamily C, polypeptide 9
Down
Hs.117367
SLC22A1
Solute carrier family 22, member 1
Down
Hs.143436
PLG
Plasminogen
Down
Hs.81131
GAMT
Guanidinoacetate N-methyltransferase
Down
Hs.75431
FGG
Fibrinogen, Á polypeptide
Down
Hs.170953
EST
Down
Hs.356123
KRT8
Keratin 8
Down
Hs.458414
IFITM1
Interferon induced transmembrane protein 1
Down
Hs.524224
C1R
Complement component 1, r subcomponent
Down
Hs.300774
FGB
Fibrinogen, B ß polypeptide
Down
Hs.351593
FGA
Fibrinogen, A · polypeptide
Down
Hs.418497
GC
Group-specific component (vitamin D binding protein)
Down
Hs.534293
SERPINA3
Serine proteinase inhibitor, clade A, member 3
Down
Hs.435610
WAC
WW domain-containing adapter with a coiled-coil region
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
aUp-

or down-regulation are defined as expression in HCC tissue compared to non-tumor tissue.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Table II. Gene Ontology categories enriched in biological process (A) and cellular component (B) for 51 common genes.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
A. Biological process
Genes annotated to the term
Gene Ontology term
p-valuea % FDRb
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Copper ion homeostasis
0.0043
0.00
CP, MT2A
Blood coagulation

0.0050

0.00

FGG, PLG, FGB, FGA

Regulation of blood pressure

0.0062

0.00

FGG, FGB, FGA

Hemostasis

0.0067

0.00

FGG, PLG, FGB, FGA

Circulation

0.0087

0.00

FGG, APOA1, FGB, FGA

Regulation of body fluids

0.0094

0.00

FGG, PLG, FGB, FGA

Organismal physiological process

0.0152

0.25

CTSC, PLG, HAMP, SERPINA3, CYP39A1, IFITM1, CD24,
FGG, APOA1, FGB, SPARC, FGA, C1R

Regulation of cell proliferation

0.0232

0.22

FGG, PLG, FGB, FGA, IFITM1

Lipid metabolism

0.0315

0.40

FAM34A, SERPINA3, APOA1, PPAP2B, CYP39A1, FABP1,
GBA

Regulation of cellular process

0.0340

0.36

FGG, PLG, NUDT3, SOCS2, FGB, IGFBP3, FGA, IFITM1

Cell growth and/or maintenance

0.0352

0.33

PLG, NUDT3, GC, SOCS2, SLC22A1, CP, PPAP2B, KRT8,
IFITM1, FABP1, MT2A, FGG, APOA1, GRP58, FGB, A2M,
IGFBP3, FGA, ETS2, GBA

Positive regulation of cell differentiation

0.0388

0.31

SOCS2, IGFBP3

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
B. Cellular component
Genes annotated to the term
Gene Ontology term
p-valuea % FDRb
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Fibrinogen complex
0.0000
0.00
FGG, FGB, FGA
Extracellular region

0.0003

0.00

HAMP, GC, SERPINA3, CP, FGG, APOA1, A2M, FGB, SPARC,
IGFBP3, FGA, C1R

Extracellular space

0.0089

0.00

FGG, GC, FGB, CP, FGA

Cytosolic small ribosomal subunit

0.0107

0.00

RPS17, LAMR1

Eukaryotic 48S initiation complex

0.0107

0.00

RPS17, LAMR1

Eukaryotic 43S preinitiation complex
0.0440
0.33
RPS17, LAMR1
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
aCorrected

p-value and bfalse discovery rate (FDR) were calculated by a Generic Gene Ontology Term Finder program.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

of significance, we selected 659, 409 and 114 significant
genes in the HCV group, the HBV group and the non-B, non-C
group, respectively. Considering the multiplicity of gene
selection, we also evaluated the differentially expressed genes
by FDR. The FDRs in the three HCC groups were 1.0%, 1.9%
and 12.1%, respectively. After three random permutation tests,
23 upregulated and 28 downregulated genes were identified
as common to all three groups (Fig. 2A, Table I).
Genes commonly identified among the three HCC groups.
The expression patterns of 51 genes were similarly changed
among the three HCC groups (Fig. 2B). The Gene Ontology
annotations for these common genes were analyzed with the
Generic GO Term Finder program with a p-value threshold
of 0.05 (Table II). Twelve terms in the biological processes
field and six terms in the cellular components field revealed

significant p-values and low FDRs of <1%. As expected,
many genes involved in cell proliferation/growth or cell
differentiation were identified. Furthermore, the 51 common
genes were also enriched for cellular components of the extracellular region/space. The identified genes are potential
candidates for novel tumor markers or drug targets of HCC.
HepG2 in vitro assays for growth and apoptosis. We performed in vitro assays for growth and apoptosis to better
understand the role of some of the commonly identified genes
in HCC. Eight genes (CANX, FAM34A, PVRL2, ATP5J2,
LAMR1, GBA, AHNAK, and RPS17) were selected from the
23 common upregulated genes for further analysis. These
genes were cloned into expression vectors for use in an
Atelocollagen-based cell transfection array of HepG2 cells.
Although growth assays were performed for these eight genes,
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apoptosis. In all five genes, the number of cells with apoptotic
nuclear fragmentation was clearly reduced in transfected cells
compared with control vector transfected cells (Fig. 4). Thus,
expression of these genes may play an important role in the
inhibition of apoptosis in hepatoma cells.
Discussion

Figure 3. Caspase-3/7 activities of HepG2 cells measured using an ApoONE™ Homogeneous Caspase-3/7 assay kit. Vertical axis exhibits the
percentage of Caspase-3/7 activity compared with control vector transfected
cells. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. Statistical difference in activity
between each transfected cell and control vector cell was estimated by t-test.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01.

no gene induced a significant change in cell proliferation
(data not shown). To study the effects of these genes on
apoptosis, we carried out Caspase-3/7 assays on transfected
cells. Five (CANX, FAM34A, PVRL2, LAMR1, and GBA) of
eight genes significantly inhibited apoptosis in transfected
tumor cells (Fig. 3). We validated these results using a
Hoechst staining assay, an independent confirmation of

HCC typically develops following chronic liver inflammation
caused by hepatitis viruses such as HCV and HBV (27). Some
individuals who develop HCC are neither infected with HCV
nor HBV, however, and these non-B, non-C cases can arise
from various pathogenesis such as aflatoxin B1, alcoholic
hepatitis, or nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) (28-30).
Although structural alterations in many cancer-related genes
are found in HCC (31), the high number of genes involved
suggests that different etiological factors may affect different
gene subsets within hepatocytes. Thus, distinct, but related,
genetic pathways may be altered during hepatocarcinogenesis,
possibly due to different initiators and promoters. Multiple
studies linking hepatitis viruses and chemical carcinogens to
hepatocarcinogenesis have provided clues for understanding
this molecular system (32,33), but it is still unclear whether
a single subset of genes is commonly modulated across all
subsets of HCC. Genetic alterations common to all types of
HCC would help elucidate a molecular mechanism underlying
all human hepatocarcinogenesis independent of pathogenetic
pathways. We wished to identify the genetic changes common
to any types of HCC, which may lead to the discovery of
novel diagnostic markers and therapeutic targets.

Figure 4. Hoechst staining of HepG2 cells. (A) Control vector transfected cells, (B) CANX transfected cells, (C) FAM34A transfected cells, (D) PVRL2
transfected cells, (E) LAMR1 transfected cells, and (F) GBA transfected cells.
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Gene expression profiling is a powerful molecular
technique wherein the expression levels of an entire mRNA
population of a tissue are characterized. It allows for the
increased understanding of global molecular abnormalities
in various malignancies, and HCC has been previously
studied using this approach (5-7). Previous studies identified
differences in gene expression profiles underlying different
causal viruses; however, few studies examined common gene
expression profiles between HBV and HCV. Here, we performed gene expression profiling analysis with more than
200 liver samples using a PCR-based array system instead
of DNA microarrays. Although DNA microarrays have
contributed to the literature of gene expression profiling, they
detect only a fraction of the changes in gene expression
which can be detected by RT-PCR (34). We have therefore
prepared a PCR-based technology which is a high throughput quantitative PCR method based on ATAC-PCR (11). The
aforementioned benefits and the strength of this system for
cancer research, established in previous work on not only
HCC but also other cancers, makes this technique a powerful
method of obtaining a better understanding of the molecular
characteristics of cancer (35-37).
Two advanced statistical methods revealed distinct gene
expression patterns between tumor and non-tumor tissues.
We performed random permutation tests to select the differentially expressed genes between HCC and non-tumor samples
by isolating causative hepatitis virus groups, because there
was heterogeneity between the HCV, HBV, and non-B, non-C
groups. We selected 659, 409 and 114 significant genes in
the HCV, HBV and non-B, non-C groups, respectively. From
these genes, we obtained 51 genes that were common to these
three types of HCC. Comparing these common genes with
the previous report (38), over half of the 51 differentially
expressed genes identified in this study were also identified
among the 1,648 differentially expressed genes.
Among these 51 genes, several cancer-related genes
previously reported to be associated with HCC were identified.
For example, a well known HCC-related gene, insulin-like
growth factor binding protein 3 (IGFBP3), was included.
IGFBP3 plays a key role in regulating cell proliferation and
apoptosis, and it also plays an important inhibitory role in the
development and/or growth of HCC (39,40). GRP58 is a
chaperone in the endoplasmic reticulum lumen, which was
previously identified as one of several accessory proteins in
the S100 cytosol fraction of human hepatoma Hep3B cells
(41). GRP58 was also reported to be associated with hepatocellular carcinoma by a cDNA library analysis using human
liver cancer vascular endothelial cells (42). The overexpression
of CD24, a sialoglycoprotein anchored to the cell surface by
a glycosyl phosphatidylinositol linkage, and SPARC, a glycoprotein involved in extracellular matrix remodeling, were
observed with other previous studies using human HCC
(43,44). In contrast, ·-2-macroglobulin (A2M), a protease
inhibitor and cytokine transporter, or plasminogen (PLG),
the zymogen in circulating blood from which plasmin is
formed, are significantly underexpressed in human HCC and
hepatoma cells (45-47). Apolipoprotein A-I (APOA1), the
major apoprotein of high density lipoprotein (HDL) in the
plasma, is a candidate for an HCC biomarker, because its
expression level is significantly lower in serum samples from
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HCC patients compared to healthy controls (48). Furthermore, using the Gene Ontology program, genes with functions
related to cell proliferation were found to be significantly
enriched in the list of 51 common genes. Such genes are
candidates for novel diagnostic markers because most
traditional protein markers are associated with cell proliferation
(49). We also identified several genes that encode extracellular proteins, which have a greater likelihood of acting as
serological markers.
Additionally, we performed in vitro assays for growth and
apoptosis to analyze the functions of some selected genes.
Although no genes significantly altered cell growth, five of the
eight examined genes inhibited apoptosis in two independent
in vitro assays. Among these five genes, we identified
Glucosylceramidase (GBA), a gene encoding a lysosomal
membrane protein that cleaves the ß-glucosidic linkage of
glycosylceramide, an intermediate in glycolipid metabolism.
Although many studies have reported that mutations in this
gene cause Gaucher disease, a lysosomal storage disease
characterized by the accumulation of glucocerebrosides (50),
the correlation between the GBA gene and HCC has not yet
been identified. This gene also inhibited apoptosis in hepatoma
cells. In fact, although an increased risk of malignancy in
patients with Gaucher disease has been observed, the coexistence of Gaucher disease and hepatocellular carcinoma is
extremely rare (51). In patients with Gaucher disease, the
GBA mutation may induce not only abnormal storage of
glucocerebrosides but also inhibition of hepatocarcinogenesis
through the promotion of apoptosis. The regulation of apoptosis
in hepatoma cells is poorly understood, and further studies
are needed to identify the role of GBA and other genes in this
process.
We used over 200 separate liver samples in this large scale
gene expression profiling study to generate several important
findings. A total of 51 genes were identified as differentially
expressed between tumor and non-tumor tissues regardless of
the etiology of HCC. It is thought that these genes may play
significant roles in the development of cancer independent of
hepatitis viruses. Such genes are potential targets for the
rational development of new cancer drugs and for the early
detection of all types of HCC.
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